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ABSTRACT: In this study we monitored protein dynamics in
response to cisplatin, 5-fluorouracil, and irinotecan with different
concentrations and administration modes using “reverse-phase”
protein arrays (RPPAs) in order to gain comprehensive insight
into the protein dynamics induced by genotoxic drugs. Among
666 protein time-courses, 38% exhibited an increasing trend, 32%
exhibited a steady decrease, and 30% fluctuated within 24 h after
drug exposure. We analyzed almost 12,000 time-course pairs of
protein levels based on the geometrical similarity by correlation
distance (dCor). Twenty-two percent of the pairs showed dCor >
0.8, which indicates that each protein of the pair had similar
dynamics. These trends were disrupted by a proteasome inhibitor,
MG132, suggesting that the protein degradation system was
activated in response to the drugs. Among the pairs with high
dCor, the average dCor of pairs with apoptosis-related protein was significantly higher than those without, indicating that
regulation of protein levels was induced by the drugs. These results suggest that the levels of numerous functionally distinct
proteins may be regulated by common degradation machinery induced by genotoxic drugs.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Anticancer drugs induce either cytotoxic or cytostatic effects to
suppress tumor growth. These effects are thought to result from
the activation of either cell death or cell cycle arrest pathways.
Although the mechanism of action of cancer drugs can be
thought of in such simple terms, in reality their antitumor effects
are often much more complex, particularly when analyzed at the
protein level.1,2 In fact, the activation of pro-apoptotic and cell
cycle arrest pathways are altered depending on the type,
concentration, and method of administration of anticancer
drugs as well as the underlying genomic aberrations present and
the intrinsic gene expression pattern of the cell lineage. However,
little is known about the collective changes that are manifested by
dynamics in protein levels as a result of drug administration, since
this requires labor-intensive sample collection, large-scale

experiments, and the development of algorithms for high-
dimensional data mining.3

To address whether the protein dynamics in response to
various drug treatments are indicative of reactions unique to drug
input, we employed a “reverse-phase” protein lysate microarray
(RPPA), which is a microscale “dot” blot that can monitor
protein levels across more than 10,000 data points under a single
experimental condition (Figure 1A).4−6 In the current study, we
used three genotoxic stress agents (5-fluorouracil, 5FU; cisplatin,
CIS; and irinotecan, CPT) frequently used for cancer treatment
at three concentrations (high, medium, and low) and applied two
different administration modes (sustained and temporal) over a
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24-h time-course on the HCT116 colon cancer cell line (Figure
1B and Table 1). Specific antibodies on an RPPA were used to
monitor the dynamics of 37 proteins chosen based on their
involvement in diverse functional pathways, including cell

structure, cell growth, stress response, apoptosis, and cell cycle.
Importantly, antibodies against these proteins were screened to
produce single predominant bands at expected molecular
weights by Western blot for quantitative image analysis on
RPPA (Figure S1 and Table S1, Supporting Information).4,7,8

More than 1,800 protein dynamics were subsequently analyzed
based on pairwise correlation distance (dCor),9,10 by which
geometrical similarities of two given dynamics were calculated.
Geometrical similarities do not always directly indicate that a pair
of proteins interacts; however, highly coexpressed proteins that
form a functional module in response to drugs may be associated
with the intrinsic molecular entity of the cells.11−15 Thus, based
on the concept of cell-drug profiling, we attempted to answer the
following research questions: (i) What type of trends in protein
dynamics are induced by each drug?; and (ii) What mechanisms
regulate the protein dynamics over time after genotoxic drug
administration?

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Collection

The colon cancer cell line HCT116 was selected for use in the
present study based on the following reasons: (i) It is one of the
well-characterized cell lines in the literature; (ii) the growth is
relatively fast; and (iii) the DNA damage response has been well
studied using RPPA. Hence, the HCT116 cell line is suitable for a
large-scale sample collection; and the specificity of a large
number of antibody sets is guaranteed to work for RPPA
analysis.4,7,8 The technical difficulties are minimized related to
the sample number, RPPA fabrication and analysis. For the
sample collection, the cell line HCT116 cells was exposed to
genotoxic anticancer drugs (5FU, CIS, CPT) in T-25 flasks at
low (L), medium (M), and high (H) concentrations. The
medium (M) concentration of each drug was defined as the
concentration that caused 50% growth suppression (GI50)
relative to the no-drug condition for each drug. The high (H)
concentrations were 10-fold (for 5FU and CIS) or 100-fold (for
CPT) higher than M. Each concentration was applied in both
temporal (tem) and sustained (sus) modes for 13 time points
over 24 h. For the sustained mode of drug administration, the
drug was kept in the medium until the end of the experiment (24
h), whereas it was removed after 4 h for the temporary mode.
These conditions were determined by an extensive optimization
study using conventional Western blot prior to RPPA experi-
ment (Figure S2, Supporting Information). The experimental
design is summarized in Figure 1A. Thus, there were 18 different
conditions in total. The low (L) concentrations were 10-fold (for
5FU and CIS) or 100-fold (for CPT) lower than M. Cells were
collected by manual scraping and centrifuged at 1,700 g for 2 min
at 4 °C. The resulting cell pellet was stored at −80 °C for further
RPPA analysis as previously described.4,6

RPPA

Cell pellets were processed to obtain cell lysates according to
previously published protocols.6 An individual RPPA contains
14,040 dots of 18 conditions×13 time-courses, and 1,160 dots of
control MIX samples4,7,8 produced with the Aushon 2470
Microarrayer (Aushon BioSystems, MA) on nitrocellulose-
embedded glass slides (Grace BioLabs, OR). The Mix sample
was made of a variety of sample lysates from all possible drug
administrative conditions. Thus, the MIX sample provides a
good representation of the differences of protein levels in the
drug administrative conditions used in this study. Each sample
lysate was spotted in 2-fold serial dilutions in 10 replicates for

Figure 1. High-dimensional protein monitoring system using RPPAs.
(A) A flow diagram of the time-course experiment. Cells were cultured
up to 80% confluency in flasks for the required time points. Drugs were
added at designated time points, and the cells were collected at the end
of each experiment so that cell proliferation effects were minimized. Cell
lysate from each flask was prepared according to previously published
protocols. All cell lysates were printed on nitrocellulose membranes by
an automated protein microarrayer (Aushon 2470). The produced
RPPAs were probed with previously screened primary antibodies
followed by quantitative immunochemical detection. A digital imaging
process generated quantitative protein expression over 18 different
conditions. t = time. (B) Actual image of an RPPA. The inset indicates a
section printed by a single pin showing a set of lysates from different
time points printed in 2-fold serial dilutions with a duplicate print (each
row represents the dilution series of a lysate from a single sample-
collection point).

Table 1. Summary of Experimental Conditions

Parameters No. data points; description

Cell type 1; HCT116
Drug 3; 5FU, CIS, CPT
Concentration 3; high, medium, low
Administration method 2; sustained and temporal
Time points 13; 0−24 h, every 2 h
Experimental replicates 3; triplicate culture flasks
Technical replicates 2; duplicate prints
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quantitative analysis (Figure 1B) and subsequently probed with
individual primary antibodies, whose specificity had been verified
by strip Western blotting.4,7,8 For blocking unspecific inter-
actions, SuperG (Grace Biolabs), iBlock (Life Technologies,
NY), or standard BSA solutions were used depending on the
antibody. The signal was obtained using immunohistochemical
agents such as Tyramide Signal Amplification (Dako Cytomai-
tons, CA), which subsequently was quantified using a P-scan
program followed by the DI25 algorithm for a final value
output.4,16

Quality Control of RPPA

Reproducibility was measured by control samples (MIX, 0-time
point) against all antibodies used. The average coefficient of
variation (CV) was 16.6% for MIX and 19.8% for the 0-time
point, which is consistent with previous studies.4,17

Specificity of Primary Antibodies

All primary antibodies were tested for specificity using strip
Western blot as per previously published criteria.7,8 The list of
antibodies and the results of the strip Western blots are shown in
Table S1 and Figure S1, respectively (Supporting Information).
RPPA Data Processing

Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to remove
systematic bias effects of immunostaining. The systematic bias
effects generate more variation than any single factor, as
measured by the sum of squares.18 We hypothesized that there
may be some common components in protein expression due to
nonspecific (irrelevant to primary antibody) staining effects
across RPPA slides stained with different primary antibodies.
Based on this hypothesis, the PCA model can be expressed as

=X AB

where X is an M × N matrix consisting of the raw DI25 data
subjected to PCA analysis.4 M is the number of protein species,
while N is the number of time points with experimental
replicates.A is anM×Kmatrix that contains protein species in its
rows and different conditions in its columns. B is a K ×Nmatrix,
whose rows represent the conditions and columns of protein
levels derived from triplicate data per time point.
The goal of the PCA was to detect “variation trends” across

different proteins. To do so, calculations for PCA were repeated
until the PCA distribution fell within 2.5 standard deviations by
repeatedly removing outliers. After determining PCA in the final
subset that was considered to be the bias component, it was used
to adjust each data set. The final time-course data set was
generated from the PCA-adjusted data (Figure S3, Supporting
Information). Since the PCA-adjusted data set was still assumed
to include stochastic noise independent of experimental bias,
which can be seen as a variation between experimental replicates,
we subsequently applied a random walk Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MC/MC) algorithm to smooth protein expression as a
function of time with time point by time point fluctuations.19 All
calculations were executed using the R statistical package.
Classification of Protein Dynamics Profiles

A total of 666 time-course data points were classified by K-means
clustering using Genesis software (http://genome.tugraz.at).20

Reproducibility of results was confirmed by repetitive
independent calculations. The number of classifications was
empirically determined using the average silhouette score11 and
average-linkage hierarchical clustering21,22 using Matlab (Math-
Works, MA) and CIMminer (http://discover.nci.nih.gov/
cimminer/) software, respectively.

Distance Correlation

Conventional Pearson correlation coefficient measures linear
dependence between two random variables; thus it may not
always be sufficient for measuring nonlinear or nonmonotone
dependence, such as time series. Distance correlation (dCor) is a
dependence coefficient that measures various kinds of depend-
ence between two random vectors in arbitrary dimension. It has
been shown that dCor is superior for nonlinear relationships over
the conventional Pearson correlation coefficient.9,10 For the
present data, dCor indicates distance between two metrices (two
time-course data points) comprised of protein level p and
discrete time points t. The distance covariance (dCov) between
random variables X and Y for the time-course data set is the
square root of
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where Xpt and Ypt are pairwise protein amounts as a 2-
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Hence, the empirical dCor (X, Y) is given by using sample dCov
(X, Y),
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Thus, dCor represents the similarity between two-dimensional
functions.

Graphical Representation of Functional Links between
Proteins

Node-edge based circular representation23 was calculated using
the data for a subset of protein pairs that had dCor values >0.80.
Matrix P1 and P2 (nodes) were converted to graphics using an
optimized Matlab script.

Protein Ontology Enrichment Analysis

The number of edges per node was divided into two groups out
of five categories (cell cycle, apoptosis, stress response, cell
growth, and cell structure): “protein function of interest” and
“others”. The Fisher’s exact test p-values were calculated based
on the fraction of functional categories.

FACS

According to our previously published protocols,17,24 cells were
collected by trypsinization, washed with PBS, and fixed in 70%
ethanol at −20 °C. Fixed cells were then centrifuged. The
resulting cell pellet was mixed with a staining solution containing
0.05 μg/mL propidium iodide and 0.2 μg/mL RNase A for 15
min at room temperature. DNA content was measured by
FACScalibur (BD Biosciences, CA) and analyzed with CellQuest
software (BD Biosciences). Cell cycle distribution was also
assessed by Tali Cell Cycle Kit (Life Technologies).
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Figure 2. Protein dynamics monitoring. (A) Relative levels of p53 protein were monitored across different conditions. The medium concentration for
each drug was set at its GI50 (50% growth inhibitory) level, determined using an independent cell-based assay. Sustained administration mode indicates
that the drug was never removed from the cell culture medium after addition. Temporal administration indicates that drug was removed after 4 h of
exposure. (B) Global protein dynamics profiles after drug exposure. A set of 222 protein dynamics were divided into 7 clusters by the K-means method,
which demonstrates a gradual peak shift after drug administration. The set of three panels at the right of each heatmap shows representative geometric
patterns of corresponding clusters indicated at the top right. (C) Frequency of protein expression peaks every 8 h for a total of 24 h based on the
indicated drug conditions. For instance, after 5FU administration, the majority of cluster b proteins show a peak up to 8 h in medium or high drug
concentrations. The letter in each box indicates the corresponding cluster in Figure 2B. H, high; M, medium; and L, low drug concentrations. (D)
Frequency of protein expression peaks by drug administration modes. For instance, by 5FU administration, the majority of cluster e proteins show peaks
between 16 and 24 h in temporal administration mode. The letter in each box indicates the corresponding cluster in Figure 2B. Sus, sustained
administration mode; and Tem, temporal administration mode.
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Alteration of Protein Dynamics by Proteasome Inhibitors

Chymotrypsin-like proteasome activity was first investigated in
the presence or absence of genotoxic drugs in a 96-well cell-based
assay (Promega, WI). To confirm that no excess degrees of
genotoxic stress and apoptosis were induced by MG132 (Sigma,
MO) itself, the dose-dependent induction of p53, and cleaved
PARP and cleaved caspase-3 induction was investigated. Specific
primary antibodies for cleaved PARP (#9541), and cleaved
caspase-3 (#9661) were purchased from Cell Signaling
Technology (Beverly, MA). The 0.1 μM of MG132 was
eventually used for continuous exposure of CIS and CPT with
the “high” concentrations of 17 μMand 300 μM, respectively, for
the following Western blotting. For Western blot analysis,
samples were obtained from HCT116 cells after exposure to
MG132 and anticancer agents described above at the following
time points (0, 6, 12, 18, and 24 h). Lysate preparation, Western
blotting, and signal detection were performed as previously
described.17 The resulting blot was incubated with antibodies
against p53 (1:800), Akt (1:1000), p21 (1:1000), and CyclinD1
(1:1000). Total protein concentration was adjusted by cell
number before cell lysis and confirmed by Ponceau S staining on
theWestern blot membrane. The dynamics induced by each drug
consistent with RPPA data were subject to interpretation if the
dynamics were affected by MG132. Band intensities were
quantified using ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). Detailed
information on antibodies is described in Table S1 (Supporting
Information).

■ RESULTS

Multiplex Protein Dynamics Can Be Monitored in Response
to Genotoxic Stress Agents

Prior to the large-scale sample correction,6 both time- and drug
concentration-dependent protein dynamics were investigated
using conventional Western blot to determine an appropriate
drug administration conditional window (Figure S2, Supporting
Information). We also assessed the cell fate with respect to cell
cycle distribution in all corresponding drug administration
conditions up to 72 h (Figure S4, Supporting Information).
Next, to confirm whether genotoxic stress was properly

induced in the cell lysates used in the RPPA system under the
selected conditions, the levels of p53, which is one of the
hallmarks of a genotoxic stress response, were examined (Figure
2A).17,25,26 An antimetabolite, 5FU, induced stabilization of p53
with sustained administration at medium and high concen-
trations, whereas temporal administration only induced a peak at
4 h. These results suggested that the genotoxic stress response
was immediately reset following drug removal.
CIS is a DNA cross-linking agent that ultimately induces

apoptosis. As expected, p53 levels did not differ between
sustained and temporal administration modes when the CIS
concentration was high. Low and medium CIS concentrations
with sustained administration increased p53 levels with
oscillation; however, temporal administration did not induce
p53 stabilization. A topoisomerase-I inhibitor, CPT, caused p53
levels to peak within 12 h followed by continuous stabilization

Figure 3. Similarity of protein dynamics. (A) Representative results for protein pairs to be compared geometrically as a function of time. The horizontal
axis is time and the vertical axis is relative protein expression. Drug conditions and proteins are indicated at the top of each panel. Distance correlation
(dCor) values are indicated at the bottom. (B) Distribution of dCor values for function-defined protein pairs. The sample numbers (n), themean (μ), the
standard deviation (σ), and the fraction showing a value greater than 0.80 of dCor are indicated. (C) Function-defined and total (nonfunctional) protein
pairs. The sample numbers (n), the mean (μ), the standard deviation (σ), and the fraction showing a value greater than 0.80 of dCor are indicated. (D)
Protein pairs whose interaction is known. The sample numbers (n), the mean (μ), the standard deviation (σ), and the fraction showing a value greater
than 0.80 of dCor are indicated. (E) Protein pairs whose interaction is unknown. The sample numbers (n), the mean (μ), the standard deviation (σ), and
the fraction showing a value greater than 0.80 of dCor are indicated.
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thereafter regardless of concentration or administration modes.

However, sustained administration of CPT did not cause clear

p53 stabilization, unlike 5FU and CIS, and instead induced

oscillation of p53 levels. These results confirmed that the lysates

used in the system were suitable for evaluating the protein

dynamics of drug response.

Protein Dynamics Profile Reveals Distinct Patterns of
Functionally Diverse Proteins

Once the system was validated by p53 dynamics, we classified all
666 protein dynamics (i.e., the average dynamics from 666 × 3
triplicate experiments) for 37 proteins over the course of 24 h.
Thirty-eight percent of the protein profiles exhibited an
increasing trend, whereas 32% exhibited a steady decrease over

Figure 4. Altered protein dynamics by proteasome inhibitor. (A) Chymotripsin-like proteasome activity after genotoxic drug administration on
HCT116 cells by a luciferase assay. Error bars indicate standard error of each set of triplicates. None, without drugs; A.U., arbitrary unit. (B) Effects of
MG132 (0.1 μM) for proteasome activity in response to genotoxic drug administration represented the fraction of remaining activity. No error bars
presented because the bars are the fraction calculated based on triplicated data of each set (with MG132/without MG132). (C) Proteasome inhibitor
MG132 showed a minimum effect of p53 accumulation and apoptosis induction at the concentration of 0.1 μM in the presence of CIS (17 μM). Cells
were treated with the indicated conditions for 24 h. Antibodies for protein detection are indicated at the left of each gel image. None, without drugs;
Ponceau, Ponceau S staining. (D) Altered protein dynamics in response to CIS (17 μM), 5FU (40 μM), or CPT (300 μM) in the presence of 0.1 μMof
MG132. Numbers indicated on the top of gel images are hours after drug administration. Antibodies for protein detection are indicated at the left of each
gel image. Ponceau, Ponceau S staining. (E) Densitometric analysis ofWestern blots in Figure 4C. Protein levels ofMEK2, Akt, Cyclin D3, and p53 were
quantified relative to the highest signals of each treatment.
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time. The remainder of the protein profiles showed fluctuations
(more than two peaks) within 24 h of the experiment. The
classification of protein dynamics also revealed that peaks of
protein levels shifted over time in response to each drug (Figure
2B).
Early peaks tended to be induced by low and medium

concentrations of all drugs, which was consistent with the
observation that these conditions did not induce marked cell
death (Figure S4, Supporting Information). Rapid protein
induction can be induced by drug concentrations that are
sufficient to induce transcriptional activation, but still within the
capacity for cells to detoxify the drug as well as continue to divide,
which results in diluted concentrations of proteins.27 High
concentration of CIS and CPT induced a continuous increase in
the numbers of protein levels, particularly those up to 24 h (i.e.,
protein dynamics peaked by 24 h) (Figure 2C, cluster c and g for
CIS, cluster e for CPT). On the other hand, the administration
mode used did not seem to affect the response peak (Figure 2D).
This finding suggests that temporal drug administration is still
effective for eliciting a protein response, including some proteins
that peaked as late as 24 h.

Similarity Measurement of Protein Dynamics Implies the
Involvement of Degradation Machinery for a Different
Functional Range of Proteins

Disruption of the protein levels of components of the cell
regulatory machinery can cause a global imbalance at the
proteome level, which consequently induces apoptosis.27 It has
been hypothesized that a set of interacting proteins that are
highly coexpressed (protein dynamics with a similar pattern over
time) is likely to be a part of a functional module that performs a
specific task.13,15 Fluctuations of a regulatory protein level cause
corresponding fluctuations of the partner protein levels when
their interaction is active.12,14 Alternatively, proteins that are
regulated by the same molecule or molecules would also
demonstrate high concordance. Furthermore, protein with
similar degradation modes may also fluctuate with similar
dynamics. Hence, correlations between changes in protein levels
may provide information for potential regulatory connections
without explicit perturbations of other cellular components.12

To evaluate the geometrical similarities of protein dynamics
between two proteins, we applied the distance correlation
(dCor).10 Although the range of dCor (0≤ dCor≤ 1) is similar to
Pearson’s correlation coefficient, dCormeasures the dependence
and tests the joint independence of two random vectors in an
arbitrary dimension, even if they have a nonlinear relationship.9

In the present data, dCor is one of the parameters that indicates a
given pair of proteins “co-expressed” over a time axis in response
to a particular drug administration condition. It can be a unique
measurement of protein dynamics, as their level is also
coregulated by the sum of protein synthesis, degradation, and
dilution machinery from time to time.27 Representative pairs of
protein dynamics with dCor are shown in Figure 3A. In general,
dCor > 0.8 indicates a reasonably similar geometry for a given pair
of proteins.
An evaluation of dCor values for all possible 11,988 protein

pairs within each drug administration combination (i.e., 666
protein dynamics × 18 conditions) revealed that the median
dCorwas 0.62 (range 0.21−0.99, Figure 3B). To confirm that the
dCor is the product of a functional protein-dependent effect, the
dCor between a protein detected by specific primary antibody
and the corresponding total protein detected by colloidal gold
was calculated. As expected, the dCor values for total protein

were significantly lower than those represented by specific
primary antibody pairs (Student t-test, p < 0.0001; Wolcoxon
test, p < 0.0001, Figure 3C), suggesting that the protein level in
response to anticancer drugs is regulated in a nonrandom
manner. Among those detected by the specific primary antibody
pairs, we also assessed dCor values based on whether the protein
pair is known to interact based on information from the literature
(i.e., “known interaction”, Figure S5, Supporting Information).
Interestingly, the average dCor did not significantly differ
between known and unknown pairs (Student t-test, p = 0.82;
Wilcoxon test, p = 0.86; Figure 3D and 3E). In fact, pairs showing
>0.8 dCor also had 21.5% and 22.0% known and unknown pairs,
respectively. These data suggest that the amount of known and
unknown pairs of proteins may be regulated by degradation
machinery that targets a wide functional range of proteins.

Alteration of Protein Dynamics by MG132

The continuous increase of a wide functional range of protein
species has been reported to result from the down-regulation of
degradation machinery.27−30 Therefore, we hypothesized that
the degradation system that targets a number of functionally
different proteins plays a role in the response to drug-induced
stress, instead of protein-specific degradation machinery.31,32

Proteasome activity was increased by 4.0- to 9.9-fold after
treatment with genotoxic drugs relative to no drug treatment
(Figure 4A). A proteasome inhibitor, MG132, effectively
reduced the proteasome activity by 20−40% relative to activity
without 0.1 μMMG132 treatment (Figure 4B). Before initiating
the proteasome inhibitory experiment, the antitumor effect of
MG132 administered with CIS in terms of genotoxicity and
apoptosis induction was assessed by measuring p53, cleaved
PARP and cleaved caspase-3 levels. There was no visible
genotoxic or apoptotic effects up to a concentration of 0.1 μM
MG132 (Figure 4C). In addition, no remarkable morphological
changes were observed after treatment with 0.1 μMMG132 and
CIS (Figure S6, Supporting Information). These observations
confirmed that 0.1 μM MG132 is appropriate for investigating
the proteasome inhibitory effect in the presence of CIS at
concentrations showing antitumor activity.
A subset of proteins (e.g., MEK2, Akt, Cyclin D3, p53, and

p21) was chosen to monitor protein dynamics in the presence of
MG132 by Western blot, in which the baseline dynamics to each
drug were drug-unique. For example, CPT did not cause clear
p53 stabilization, unlike 5FU and CIS. Both 5FU and CPT
caused Akt degradation at different time points, whereas CIS
induced Akt accumulation.
Inhibition of a proteasome system by MG132 increased the

protein levels of MEK2 and Akt under 5FU, CIS, and CPT;
however, MG132 did not affect the protein dynamics of Cyclin
D3, p53, and p21 in the drug response (Figure 4D). Quantitative
assessment of these dynamics confirmed the distinction of the
effect ofMG132 (Figure 4E).MG132 seemed to prevent or delay
the protein degradation of Akt in cells treated with 5FU and
CPT, whereas the Akt level after CIS treatment was suppressed
by MG132. These results suggest that, at least in part, protein
levels were regulated by a degradation system that targets a
different functional range of proteins in the context of anticancer
drug response.

Similarity in Protein Dynamics May Indicate Cellular
Response and Progression of Apoptosis

We isolated 2,630 out of 11,988 protein pairs (22%) that
exhibited dCor values above 0.80. The correlations were
represented by a node-edge schematic,23 in which proteins
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with similar dynamics (dCor > 0.80) were connected by an edge
in the 15 functional category pairs across 18 conditions (Figure
5). Visual representations of connection nodes and edges
showed an increasing trend in a concentration-depending
manner for 5FU. Interestingly, CPT showed a greater number
of connections at a low concentration compared to a moderate
concentration. The low concentration of temporal drug
administration was expected to induce minimum stress, but a
large number of protein dynamics seemed to follow a stress
response pattern. This finding suggests that low levels of
genotoxic stress over a short period of time can still induce some
systems that regulate protein levels. We also performed protein
ontology enrichment analysis with respect to connection nodes.
The number of connection nodes in the cell growth category was
increased after the sustained administration mode for all drugs,
while only CPT and 5FU exhibited a dose-dependent change in
the number of connection nodes (Table S2, Supporting
Information).
The connectivity of apoptosis and other functional protein

pairs may indicate the progression of apoptosis, presumably by
the cleavage of other proteins, such as structural proteins,33

resulting in a decreased or fluctuated level of other proteins over
time, possibly with a synchronized manner. In fact, the average
dCor of pairs that had at least one apoptosis-related protein was
significantly higher than those without the apoptosis-related
proteins (Figure 6A). The average dCor increased in a dose-
dependent manner (Figure 6B), and the temporal drug
administration mode exhibited higher average dCor than the
sustained administration mode (Figure 6C). These results

suggest that apoptosis-related protease activity could also involve
nonapoptosis-related protein degradation.34 Further detailed
observations of the dCor distribution by protein functional
category pairs are illustrated in Figure S7, Supporting
Information.

■ DISCUSSION

In the present study, we conducted a systems-level approach for
understanding the drug response at the protein level to a variety
of drug conditions over time. Among 12,000 time-course pairs,
the similarity measurement of protein dynamics using dCor
revealed that 22% of possible protein pairs were above 0.8,
suggesting that the levels of multiple protein species were
regulated in a synchronized fashion.32,35 The mechanism appears
to require a protein degradation system that targets multiple
functionally unrelated proteins. We hypothesized that protea-
some inhibitors should alter the protein dynamics in response to
genotoxic drugs. As expected, the proteasome inhibitor, MG132,
disrupted the expected protein dynamics in multiple protein
species. From a protein function point-of-view, protein pairs
possessing apoptosis-related proteins demonstrated significantly
higher dCor, which confirmed that apoptosis-related cellular
component deconstruction is associated with the protea-
some.36,37 Although these results obtained from HCT116 may
be different in other cell lines, our present experimental and
analytical pipelines demonstrated the utility of high-dimensional
proteomic data in investigating the molecular response of cancer
cells to genotoxic drugs.

Figure 5. Representative node-edge illustrations of proteins showing similar dynamics defined by dCor > 0.80. Node-edge representation of functionally
linked proteins under different conditions. Using protein level profile data obtained from the time-course experiments in response to 5FU, CIS, andCPT
treatments at different concentrations and with different administration modes, distance correlation (dCor) was calculated for all possible protein pairs.
Red circles (nodes) represent proteins, and lines (edges) represent connections between two proteins that have a dCor value >0.80. The size of the node
indicates the number of edges connecting to that node, where larger nodes have more connections. The outer ring indicates the functional category
designations for proteins, which are apoptosis, cell cycle, cell structure, cell growth, and stress response. L,M, andH indicate low, medium, and high drug
concentrations, respectively. Each node represents a protein as follows (clockwise from Cell Structure proteins): TublinB, TublinA, MDR, CK7, CK19,
MEK5, MEK2, GSK3β, ERK2, Akt, p90, p53, p53-Ser15, NF-κB, MKK7, MDM2, Chk2, TRADD, RIP, PARP, Caspase9, Caspase7, Caspase3,
Caspase2, Bcl-xl, Rb, p21, p16, p15, CyclinE, CyclinD3, CyclinD1, CyclinB, CyclinA, CDK7, CDK4, and CDK2.
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To date, several approaches have been introduced in the
context of molecular response dynamics monitoring, such as
Western blot,38 cell-based kinase assays,39 LC-MS/MS,40

sandwich immunoassays,41 and lysate arrays.42 These techniques
have mainly been used to measure cellular signaling with growth
factors and hormones, and thus one is limited to focusing on a
relatively small number of pathways involving numerous
phosphorylated proteins for the use of molecular targeting
agents, rather than complex networks triggered by cellular
damage. Conventional anticancer drugs (e.g., 5FU, CIS, and
CPT), which are still a mainstay for most cancer chemotherapies,
impart genotoxic stress as their general mechanism of action.43

Importantly, most of these agents have not been specifically
designed to bind particular molecular targets.44 The response to
anticancer drugs appears to be a hyperdynamic state in which
thousands of protein species alter their levels through increased
and decreased degradation.27 In general, de novo synthesized
proteins are exposed to various intracellular conditions that lead
to degradation in proteasome pathways, which is triggered by a
variety of cellular events, including chemical damage.45 Hence,
the molecular effects of drugs would involve nonspecific or
passive reactions resulting in a change of protein levels.
Molecular events induced by anticancer agents should therefore
consist of degradation machinery-regulated changes in protein
levels, rather than changes in a few important pathways.46

It is crucial to monitor global protein dynamics in a
comprehensive manner. With respect to monitoring protein
dynamics comprehensively, RPPA may be comparable to the
CD-tagging technique.47,48 The CD-tagging technique tags
proteins at their endogenous chromosomal locations, thus
allowing researchers to trace proteins localized within the
original subcellular fractions with fluorescent markers regulated
by their native promoter.49 The localization and degradation of a
large set of proteins from over 1,200 CD-tagging clones in
response to CPT over a time-course at the single cell level has
already been investigated.11,27 In contrast, RPPA is a lysate-based
technique that sacrifices morphological and single cell
information;4,5 however, to print an array of RPPA, only 10−
100 pL of the lysate is required per spot.6 As a result, RPPA
allows one to examine a number of different protein species by
antibodies from a portion of the identical cell lysate of different
conditions (e.g., time-course).17,50−54 Another advantage of
RPPA is that cells are not affected by exogenous processing. It
does not require genetic engineering or a change in medium to
the cells, and thus, the data are the product of endogenous effects
on the cells from a variety of cellular stimuli. In addition, the
specific advantage of antibody-based techniques is that the
antigens are almost fully characterized, which makes function-
based profiling feasible.
Based on the idea that a set of coexpressed pairs from a

comprehensive protein list is likely to form a functional module
that implements a specific cellular demand,11,13,14,49 we
employed the dCor parameter to measure the similarity of
dynamics between a given pair of proteins. Our results partially
support the hypothesis that functionally similar proteins show
similar dynamics over time.11 However, the proteasome inhibitor
MG132 induced variation in protein dynamics among proteins
with different functions. This finding suggests that proteins are
regulated by the proteasome system regardless of protein
functions. However, compared to the list of proteins presented
in the CD-tagging protein library,11 our antibody-based
detection method may still possess a selection bias, which may
result in a greater chance of detecting proteins expressed at low
levels.
In summary, our results indicate that RPPA is an effective

method for monitoring the overarching trends in protein
dynamics during drug treatment. A substantial portion of
proteins demonstrated similar dynamics, which has been
hypothesized to be due to protein degradation machinery
targeting multiple functionally diverse proteins. The mechanism
that regulates protein levels through degradation may be a
plausible counterpart of molecular targeting agents.55−58 In the
present study, the response to genotoxic drugs was demonstrated
with only one cell line, HCT116. Accumulation of such
multidimensional protein dynamics data on a broad range of
cell lines will enable an understanding of detailed mechanisms of
drug action, which will eventually contribute to in silicomodeling
for anticancer drugs. Accumulation of such multidimensional
protein dynamics data on a broad range of cell lines will enable an
understanding of the detailed mechanisms of drug action, which
will eventually contribute to in silicomodeling for anticancer drug
therapy.

Figure 6. Distance correlations in protein pairs with or without
apoptosis-related proteins. (A) Comparison of average dCor values.
Asterisk indicates p < 0.05 from student t-test. (B) Comparison of
average dCor values by drug concentrations. Asterisk indicates p < 0.05
from student t-test. (C) Comparison of average dCor values by drug
administration modes. Asterisk indicates p < 0.05 from student t-test.
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